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jurnal tanpa matahari itu jurnal pendidikan islami. jurnal ini merupakan
zaman baru yang dimulai pada tahun 2010. jurnal ini ada untuk seleksi

dari penerbit al qadiyyah terkait dengan seluruh bidang yang
berhubungan dengan pendidikan islam, jurnal ini juga diharapkan menjadi
media bagi pesantren yang kaya dalam pendidikan yang selama ini tidak
ada jurnal yang memuat sesuatunya. jurnal agama : subyektif dan kritis

islam gives attention to any paper on the study of the sub-theme of
religion and the condition that concerns this matter. the journal

encourages researchers to report research carried out using various
ethnographies and a wide range of sociological and educational

perspectives. journal of the arts and letters : journal of the arts and
letters, is available to the scholars and researchers who aim to contribute

to the art and letters literature, by attracting the research trends, by
creating the field by the study, or by the development of arts and letters
literature. in this journal there is also the publication of research papers

on the social sciences, the humanities, arts and letters, and various
disciplines. jal is recognized by university students, teachers, researchers

and scholars as one of the largest and most important scholarly
publications in southeast asian studies. indo: jurnal ilmu pendidikan udara

gives attention to any paper on the educational philosophy and
techniques which lead to improved competence in aviation in the world.
the paper must emphasize the educational philosophy and techniques
that improve competence in aviation and in technology and models of
world aviation leaders that are ready to be exported from indonesia.
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this journal aims to encompass islamic education in the fields of
academics in general, including islamic legal, theological, literary, and

cultural studies. this journal publishes original research, review, opinion,
and column/book review articles, as well as editorials and comments on
new developments in the fields. the results of previous research in the

subject of education of islam in islamic countries is given a general review
of the relevant literature in the subject and a comparative study of the
theories of islamic education. theoretical concepts of islamic education

such as the islamic education system, curriculum, and education models
are generally explained and examined. islamic education is divided into

three major concepts: islamic education theory, islamic education system,
and islamic education structure. in addition to the theoretical frame,

islamic education structure and their model, education system, and the
curriculum are given emphasis. based on the analysis of the islamic

education system, a general description of islamic education models,
curricula, and the way of teaching is given, as well as the curricula

necessary for the development of a muslim tomorrow. the main objective
of this paper is to look at the structure of islamic education and education
models in islamic countries and the model in indonesia and identify those
that fit in the model based on islamic knowledge and experience. the core
of the islamic education system in islamic countries is islamic educational

institution. in indonesia, the islamic educational institutions are
compulsory in all schools, but not in the private school. for state schools,
islamic education is optional and conducted by state-licensed imams. in

addition to this, a chapter is also provided regarding the development of a
model based on the analysis of islamic education models in islamic

countries and the model in indonesia. the islamic model that is based on
the arab islamic model and the islamic model in indonesia are compared.
the research is conducted through the analysis of the most important and

representative islamic educational institutions and islamic schools in
indonesia. this is important because the results of the research will

provide a basis for the development of the model to be applied to the
community of islamic education in indonesia, and to be better understood

by the muslim community in general. 5ec8ef588b
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